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IRIS Workshop at HSC

On Monday October 29, 2018 sophomore students engaged in an immigration simulation with IRIS (Integrated Refugee and
Immigration Services) education coordinator, Dennis Wilson. Wilson arranged the English II and US History classes into families, which were designed after clients he has actually helped through IRIS. Some families had members who needed medicine,
some families were illiterate, some families had money and all of these circumstances informed the ways in which families made
decisions throughout their immigration journey. Johanyx Rodriguez, "What was most challenging about this was that no one in
my family could read in any language, so when the immigration officers asked us to sign papers, we didn't know what to do and
that stopped us from being able to leave our country."
The families were ratted out by neighbors as being anti-government and so each family had to quickly choose five items to bring
with them. Those items were then used to keep the family safe and healthy or for bribes for security and immigration's officers.
When asked during reflection,75% of Sophomore students felt frustrated, enlightened, sad, etc. and 70% of students said they
felt more empathetic to the immigrant experience. At HSC we have a lot of students who have actually experienced the American immigration system, and those students overwhelmingly felt validated by their peers and their peers, in turn felt more understanding. This was an important experience for HSC sophomores to put themselves in other people's shoes and bring the
History curriculum to life.
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HSC Students Learn Forensic Science

Forensics class is a great elective offered at HSC. I find the class to be very interesting and informative as a vast majority
of the work is hands on and requires cooperation with fellow peers and classmates. The forensics elective is taught by
Evelyn Sibley. Evelyn begins each lesson by informing her students the topic they are going to learn about and displays a
documentary film relating to the topic they are beginning to learn. She then follows up the film with lab projects. For
example, our previous topic in class was about fingerprints Evelyn was explaining to the class that in crime related cases
police can find the criminal by being able to identify a person just by analyzing their fingerprints. We then watched a
documentary film about a man being accused of a crime because his fingerprints were similar to the ones at the crime
scene. For the lab experiment, each student was to be able to find at least three ways to identify fingerprints and analyze
the various types of ridges on that fingerprint. Forensics class is hands down one of the best electives to take in the
school, especially if you are considering law enforcement as a career path in the future, as it involves hands on activities,
informs you about the assorted techniques professionals use to apprehend suspects and uses documentary films to give
you insight about real life cases that have taken place.
FAST FACT
Did you know fingerprints are a sign of a struggle?
Human skin has several layers, and each layer has sub-layers. A developing fetus is constantly straining and stretching
these layers, which can snag on each other. Scientists believe fingerprints form when the bottom layer of the epidermis
grows at a different rate than the rest of the skin, causing it to buckle and tug on the dermis. Your fingerprints are made
up of several skin layers twisted together kind of like a soft-serve swirl ice cream cone.
By Alex Washington
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The show continues as anger ensues

Building up anger,

The sudden rush of excitement

In my heart that’s

The tuning of guitars and vocal checks

Pushing me to restart.

A bass drum in the back

Aching body is shaking,

And a bass player that is whack

anxiety breakage. I’m

All the volumes are set

Which is quickly distinguished by
the noise of the bassist

broken. Heart fell to

Tones are adjusted

The show has ended

The side of the road

A standing ovation

and now it’s broken.

Rehearsal before the show is quite pleasant

Failing. Like lung cancer

Needless to say, we are professionals

Developed from smoking.

Rehearsal is done and everybody parts
ways

Dreadful lies that you
Want me to believe.
Only you believe those lies.
There’s not one
blood cell in your body
that is honorable. Survival
with Love and Hate. Secrets
Between honesty and Lies.
Stupidity.
Don’t Bother!
Anger drifts down
To an increase in
Happiness. Broken
Cracks fit differently
But, correctly
With a new chapter
My heart was a solar eclipse.
But, now my sun is back.
By Kharonda Jones

Unbeknownst to them, the bass player
hid away
Waiting for the band to leave to jump on
the controls

The drummer doesn’t know what
to do
Solos are being shredded by the
guitarist

When they get to the back
All hell breaks loose
The bassist lied
Unaware of why he was so loud
He assured them that nothing could
be done

Turning up the knobs till they can’t go

Members of the band parted ways
once again

The volume is up

The bassist turned around

The band members don’t know

With a grin of accomplishment

It’s showtime boys

By Rocco DeMatteo

Lets Rock ‘n’ Roll
As the band plays the first song
The bass player doesn’t make a peep
Then comes a horrendous noise
The group looks in complete shock and
disbelief
The guitarist tries to tell him
“Turn it down.”
The bass player purposely says;
“I can’t hear you, it’s too loud.”
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Fright Night a
If you are a student at HSC
then you know that the scariest
event of the year, second only
to finals week, is the infamous
Fright Night. This chilling fifth
annual occasion which took
place on the 26th night of October, featured a frightening,
student lead haunted hallway
that was made possible by Matt
Perez, Nancy Wender, Allison
Diana, The Future Project, and
their team of incredibly hard
working actors and tour
guides.

This Fright Night has had
more actors and producers
involved in it and more attendees than ever before.
Future Project leader, Christian Shaboo states “ There
always seems to be a new
batch of leaders ready and
willing to take on Fright
Night, and our community
continues to support and
pride itself on this event.”
By Allison Diana
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Huge Success!
(left to right)
Aimee Estok (9th)
Camora Demunn (9th)
Alyssa Findlay (9th)
Rihansi Desai (9th)
These four freshmen had a
time to remember at their
first of many future Fright
Nights.

(Right) “I enjoyed
Fright Night because
it's a way for us to get
associated with the
community, and it’s a
really fun way for the
kids in the school to
come together on
something. I feel like it
bridges the gap between upperclassmen
and lower classmen.”
-Dante Wiggins
(Senior)
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Student Leader Internship

Students at High School in the Community (HSC) have the opportunity to take trips out of the country, enroll
in college courses, get involved in neighborhoods through community work, and we even have the option to
intern at a place of interest; There is always an opportunity to get out and be part of something. HSC has given
me a lot of opportunities that any other school I’ve been to hasn’t. These past two years I’ve gotten to be part
of programs that make change in my neighboring communities such as: Big Brothers Big Sisters, a Delegation
trip to Nicaragua, volunteering at the Yale New Haven Hospital, and interning at a grassroots non profit organization. High School in the Community’s ISSP Coordinator, Rosalyn Diaz, has connected students of all gradesincluding me and another peer, Sofia Yanza, to be part of their community through programs that the City of
New Haven offers. One program in particular that has molded us into a leaders, is our internship at ‘r Kids
Family Center. Interning here has allowed us to be part of a program that influences healthy relationships and
kindness towards children and families to promote a better welfare of homes and neighborhoods.
‘r Kids Family Center is located in New Haven, CT. It is a non-profit organization that integrates families together through high quality services. Sofia and I, are involved with managing office work and inventory for ‘r
Kids swag. We pick up children for the afterschool program or for visitation appointments that have been set
up to reunify the relationship between child and parent. ‘r Kids not only supports their causes, but they are involved with other programs that promote awareness to ensure safe, stable, and positive relationships within
different environments.
This internship has helped us internalize our CRAIG’s, and become aware of the different facets a transitioning
family goes through. This is a great experience for someone who wants to have a career with children, social
work, family law, or even psychology. It has molded us into leaders who want to make a great impact on the
lives of others through creating positive relationships, encouraging children to become community minded citizens, and nurturing positive social values.
-Doishellys Rodriguez
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Balancing School and Work
A Student Perspective

Senior Nia Jones Shares her experience being a working student
This summer towards the end of July, I applied to Walmart in Milford CT to be a cashier. My first day working
at Walmart was on August 9, 2018. On that day I met a lot of other people who were applying to be cashiers as
well. I spent some time getting to know them, since we were going to be in front of the store all day with one
another. Also, we did a lot of training activities on the computer to learn how to be a cashier. The focus was
knowing how to work the register and the steps and goals you are responsible for while you’re up in front of
the store all day. It took a week to finish all of the training activities on the computer. Finally we were able to
work on the register and take customers. Towards the end of August when school came around, I had to talk to
my manager about my hours and which days I could and couldn't work because of school. Walmart is flexible
when it comes to student work schedules. And, I’m sure there are a lot of other jobs that are the same. When
school began, the first week was hard. I was adjusting to working and going to school, traveling to Milford and
back to New Haven every other day. Taking the bus for transportation back and forth was time consuming. I
get rides every once and awhile, but the majority of the time it’s CT Transit. The reason I got a job is because
this year is my senior year and I’m paying for a lot of things myself. Also, I wanted to experience my first year
in the working environment and to learn independence. Working for three months has been a smooth journey.
Managing school and work has worked for me because I have improved my time management skills. I keep up
with all my school work, and I also speak up at work if I need time off for school related activities. Working
and going to school gets stressful once in awhile, but I make it through. As long as you talk to your manager
and bosses about the things that are important that you need to do, they will understand and work the schedule out to help you. Working a part time job has made me want to do better at school. I can’t fulfill my goal to
become registered nurse without continuing in school. Balancing work and school has taught me more responsibility. Also, there’s nothing wrong with having a little extra money in your pocket!
By Nia Jones
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Best Video Game System:
Nintendo Switch

Best Gaming Mouse: Logitech Best Virtual Reality System:
G502 Proteus Spectrum
HTC VIVE

Best E-Reader: Amazon Fire
HD 8 Tablet

Best Gaming Headphones:
ASTRO Gaming A40 TR
Headset

The 7 Best
Portable
Electronics
for Teens in
2018
Best Gaming Laptop: Alienware AW15R3-3831SLV

Best Robot Kit: Makeblock
mBot Kit

Hidalgo, Jason, and David Beren. “The 7 Best Portable Electronics to Buy for Teens in 2018.” Lifewire, www.lifewire.com/best-portabledevices-for-teens-2740820.

1st Amendment
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
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